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TITAN
Watch and Pay!

Titan has made contactless payments with watches a reality! Titan Company with SBI has launched India’s first
contactless payment watches. Following the market pulse where we all see a great boost in digital and contactless
payments, Titan has once again showed that it is at the top of things! Titan Company Limited has partnered with
country’s largest lender State Bank of India (SBI) to introduce Titan Pay powered by YONO SBI.
So, how does this look for the watch users? Well, it means really stylish watches that have contactless payment
functionality! This is for SBI account holders who have a Titan Pay watch. All they need to do is tap the watch for
contactless payment at the POS machine. There is no need to swipe the SBI bank card. Payments of up to INR
2000 can be made without entering a PIN. A secure certified Near-Field Communication (NFC) chip embedded in
the watch strap by Tappy Technologies enables all the functionalities of a standard contactless SBI debit card.
Users can use this facility at 2 million contactless MasterCard-enabled Point-of-Sale (POS) machines in the country.
Moreover, these watches are very accessible in terms of price. There are some stylish styles for both men and
women. Through constant investment in technology and design, Titan has once again shown the agility of moving
with the times and catering to evolving customers while still offering good-looking accessories that provide value
for money.
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Dear friends,
Another issue of the magazine now reaches you. It has been
over a year and a half and we are living the new normal,
while also hoping for normalcy to return. The 2nd wave of
Covid-19 is subsiding and let us pray that we do not see
a 3rd wave. We hope that increasing vaccinations will
protect us.
Over the past two years we have been noting that the
category of smart wearables is really moving ahead and
moving fast. In fact, fitness tracking and health monitoring
seem to be some of the most used features in these smart
watches. It is also interesting to observe that e-retailing has picked up like never before.
Of course, the impact of the pandemic has served as a catalyst to these two trends that
we are seeing.
Another positive change is to do with how brands are directly communicating with their
customers. Before the pandemic, customers always got information on the watches they
wanted to buy and so on from the internet and social media. However, a welcome change
now is that the brands engage with these customers directly via social media channels.
Even before the purchase, the customer knows the brand and is a part of its story.
As we slowly and cautiously move towards normalcy, and also with the impeding festive
season upon us, let’s hope we retain these many positive changes even as we embrace
the way things used to be. Meanwhile, do enjoy the watches and stories we have for you
in this issue!
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WATCH TREND

JAEGER-LECOULTRE
Reverso Tribute Enamel
The Reverso Tribute Enamel Hokusai ‘Kirifuri Waterfall’ unites the artistic traditions
of the East and West. The watch makes its debut at an important milestone - 90
years of the Reverso. It surpasses all expectations in beauty and execution.
The reverse side of the case celebrates Eastern art with an enamel miniature
painting that faithfully reproduces a woodblock print of Kirifuri Waterfall made by
Katsushika Hokusai in the early 1830s. The exquisite reproduction with the
minutest detailing is spellbinding and is a true testament to the talent and skill of
the artisans working in the Métiers Rares. The dial is decorated with an unusual,
wavy guilloché pattern chosen to echo the effect of moving water. The enamelling
process with all its challenges has come out beautifully. The result is a true piece
de resistance!
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FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT
Vintage Rally watches

We know that watchmaking and the automobile industry share the spirit of
impeccable engineering. Whether it is the beauty of an intricate motor or a
watch mechanism, there is a similarity in the process. Hence, watches
that honour this union of the two worlds always seem interesting.
The Vintage Rally watches celebrate the ‘art de vivre’ of gentlemen
drivers. Created by Frederique Constant in tribute to the legendary
Austin-Healey, these have a retro feel to them. However, the sleek and
stylish collection is classy and fits into contemporary aesthetics quite
effortlessly as well. The new versions of this iconic Vintage Rally collection
are especially appealing for those who truly appreciate craftsmanship and
elegance. These Vintage Rally Healey Automatic Small Seconds are
authenticated by the original "Healey" logo marked on the dial.
The green version is a nod to a particular shade of British racing green
that alludes to the legendary colour of the Austin-Healey company. The
luminescent silvered applique hour markers with the 6 and the 12 being
more generously proportioned is one of the distinguishing features of the
Vintage Rally collection.
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Look at the off-center small seconds hand at 9 o’clock. This is a very
traditional complication. It is counterbalanced at 3 o’clock by a date
window. Running around the dial is the flange complete with 60-minute
scale, all set within a 40 mm diameter case, a favourite with collectors on
account of its timeless quality. And the perforated strap is clearly the most
visible element of the design. For this model it comes in brown leather,
a colour that recalls the upholstery of the beautiful cars from the 1940s
to the 1970s, as well as the gloves worn by gentlemen drivers in
their element.
Another version has a rose gold-plated case that sets off the midnight
blue dial, picked up on the leather strap. The case backs of these new
models have been engraved with a Healey being driven at full throttle;
the famous Healey 100S NOJ393 was purchased by a collector for
£155 in 1969 and sold for nearly €1 million in December 2011. Each
piece comes in a collector’s gift set, complete with miniature replica
of the NOJ393. With only 888 pieces of each one available,
we’re eager to see the lucky collectors who hit the road and
race ahead!
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TITAN

Epic by Sonata

Titan has partnered with Flipkart to launch ‘Epic by Sonata’, a stylish range
of watches that will be now be available from August 2021. The
value-fashion range of watches will be accessed by Flipkart’s registered and
burgeoning customer base of over 350 million. Sonata has since long
been known for fashion-forward watches with great value for money.
We live in times of growing digital influence where customers are tech savvy
and rely on social networks to inform their brand choices. These digitally
savvy consumers want to make a fashion statement, and a value deal
is also important to them. ‘Epic by Sonata’ imbues both these aspects.
“Sonata is a brand that has been loved and trusted by millions of Indians.
With the introduction of Epic, Sonata is at an exciting juncture to take

the next leap of its brand journey and offer young, fashion driven but
value conscious consumers a stylish and stunningly priced offering from
a trusted brand. The partnership with Flipkart opens up opportunities in a
dynamic and multi-category environment, with a captive trend-seeking,
digital native audience. We are excited to partner with Flipkart, with its
proven e-commerce prowess and track record of delivering unparalleled
value to consumers,” says Suparna Mitra, CEO, Watches and Wearables
Division, Titan Co Ltd.
Now, the latest trends will be easily accessible to every consumer across
the country. It is time for stylish time wear from India’s most trusted
watchmaker!

SEIKO
CUSTOM WATCH BEATMAKER 2021 Limited Edition

A campaign that ran from October 2020 to January 2021 has been the
source of a new watch by Seiko. The winning Seiko 5 Sports watch from
the CUSTOM WATCH BEATMAKER campaign is now out. Participants
created their original Seiko 5 Sports watch by selecting and combining
five watch parts on the website and voted on their favourite models. Each
watch was paired with one of 32 original pieces of music created by eight
up-and-coming artists who share the same value as the brand's concept
‘‘Show Your Style.’’ The watch with the most ‘‘likes’’ was selected from
over 48,000 original designs! Well, this one won about 8,500,000 votes
out of the 16,000,000 total votes worldwide.
Now isn’t this a new and democratic way of watch design? By leveraging
the power of media reach, Seiko has actually involved watch fans in
creation of a watch! This timepiece incorporates a gold colour dial
combined with a bezel with red and blue accents. It has a diameter of
42.5mm and a water resistance of 10 bar. It is a stylish piece that is
timeless in design.
Since it is a part of the Seiko 5 Sports one knows that it offers high levels
of reliability, durability, and performance. The CUSTOM WATCH
BEATMAKER 2021 Limited Edition: SRPH19 is available as a limited
edition of 2021, based obviously on the year of its birth!
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FOSSIL
The Automatics

The new Automatics Collection has
some cool features. We know that the
self-winding and battery free aspect of
automatic watches make them quite
user-friendly. Their self-winding ability
with the user’s natural movements,
enables the power reserve to function
for up to 35 hours! This means the
wearer does not need to wind the
watch every day. When worn after a
gap, all the wearer needs to do is
reset the watches, and they are back
to functioning!
But along with this, there is much more.
The new skeleton dial for instance is
the first impression that completely
draws you into the watch. Yes, watch
mechanics are always mesmerising!
The exposed skeleton dials with
elegant front and back views are a
part of the collection. One indeed has
a variety of styles to choose from.
For example, the Fossil Townsman
Automatic is in classic black is a watch for men - a true standout piece in
an exquisite design. The Fossil Automatic Lyric for women has two
renditions, both of which are quite glamorous. The stainless-steel strapped
rose-gold finish watch has a metallic bracelet while a deep striking blue strap
variant in the same design is also equally enthralling!
Witness the horological mechanics in any of these pieces, that are not only
sustainable and hassle-free to use, but look elegant and are versatile.
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CASIO
Game of endurance
For outdoor activities and high adrenaline extreme sports, G-SHOCK is the
endurance tool that comes to mind. With the night-surf series in the G-LIDE,
we have another stellar tool. The watch add elements of night surfing design
to the G-LIDE GBX-100. It comes integrated with a critical information
display for surfers (high & low tide time and intervals), a training function
for measuring sports performance and smartphone integration to view the
relevant data.
Now here is a piece that is designed to push the boundaries of toughness.
There are two renditions- stealth black and black with bronze highlights.
Indeed, the tough look is complemented with equally tough and useful
functionality. We all know that surfing at night is so much tougher than
surfing in the day. The tech-savvy features of this performance watch meet
the needs of night surfers.
The watch can display information required by surfers (high and low tide
times and levels). The supporting phone application allows a simple
selection of approximately 3300 locations across the globe, again a useful
feature for surfers. The mobile app also helps syncing sunrise and sunset
time and other surfer related essential information in the watch basis
location. A high-resolution MIP LCD enhances readability and enables the
display of the tide graph, moon data, high and low tide times, tide levels and
sunrise/sunset times.
The guard structure ensures very high impact resistance meant for high
adrenaline outdoor usage. Several other functionalities such as World time,
200-meter water resistance, Mobile link (Automatic connection, wireless
linking using Bluetooth), Training Function Display of distance, target alert,
Life Log Data and Flight mode are also useful. A tough, functional and very
classy watch that will be a tool for adventure lovers!

MICHAEL KORS
Chained to style

This collection is inspired by the world of jewellery. Indeed, one could
see a watch as a wrist jewel in itself. While a watch is functional, it is
also an accessory that amps up your style. This collection combines
statement chain-links, sparkling pavé accents and functionality in two
stunning watches.
Michael Kors' Ritz watch with the gold-tone sunray dial has glitz
indexes and is sized at 41mm. Its stunning pavé top ring houses a
chronograph movement, and the gold-tone stainless steel bracelet
with pavé chain center links make this piece a must-have for every
occasion. Another rendition in a white sunray dial is complete with
glitz indexes, a pavé top ring and is sized at 37mm. This style features
a rose gold-tone stainless steel bracelet with white acetate chain
center links. Created with a chronograph movement, the two-tone
accents make this piece a stellar accessory! Two spectacular
versions indeed!
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GIRARD-PERREGAUX
Contemporary Classic

When a brand has a remarkable heritage, there is always some true
treasure that can be mined from the last. Girard-Perregaux was
founded 230 years ago in 1791. It was in the same year an English
clergyman, William Gregor, discovered titanium in Cornwall.
These two bits of historical information now merge in a new
timepiece- the Laureato Absolute Ti 230. The timepiece is offered in
two variants, blue and grey. Each option is limited to 230 pieces.
The 44mm lightly sandblasted case encompasses polished facets.
Witness a beautiful gleam and subtle contrast that is elegance in
itself. The contrasting shades and shapes indeed add a special
charm. The self-winding Manufacture movement, the Calibre
GP03300-1060 beats in the watch. The plate and bridges are
meticulously stretched, bevelled, engraved, circular-grained and
adorned with Côtes de Genève.
The watchmaking heritage of the brand and the use of the lightweight
element leads to a design and look that is contemporary, but also very
rich in character.

SKAGEN
Sleek and Smart
When we think of Skagen watches, we picture sleek
contemporary creations that embody a distinct aesthetic.
The Skagen Jorn Hybrid HR smartwatches add on to the brand’s
offering by incorporating the element of smart wearables. The
collection was launched at CES 2021, an influential technology
event. The Hybrid HR has the aesthetics of an analog watch, but
combines the functionality of a connected device.
The watch has a host of functionalities that one has come to
expect from a smartwatch for the current times. Hence, we have
here the extended battery life, which is indeed a very important
aspect, as most smartwatch wearers have discovered! The
battery keeps going for days, charges in under an hour and
doesn’t need nightly plug-ins.
Then, there are wellness features, glanceable and customized
notifications along with multiple tech specifications like
Bluetooth Connectivity, Heart Rate Sensor, Music Controls,
Activity and Sleep Tracking. Since many users of smartwatches
look for fitness features, it is worth mentioning the connect
Challenge, where the wearer can dial up their routine with friends
in one-on-one or group fitness challenges with real-time progress
tracking. They can see who is the first to achieve the highest
number of steps in a given timeframe, or who is the first to reach
a goal within 72 hours. one can even display a snapshot or an
animated video of routes on outdoor activities.
The e-ink display is always on and users can customize the watch face to access the information that is most important for
them, at a mere glance. Of course, the Danish aesthetic needs no introduction and the watch is recognizably ‘Skagen’ in style!
Since there are multiple case size options (in a classic 42 mm or smaller 38 mm case size) the watch is a good fit for a wider
group of people. Skagen Smartwatches work with phones running the latest version of Android or iOS. Supported features
may vary between countries with compatibility subject to change. Well, it’s the best of both worlds, is it not?
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TAG Heuer
Connect with Super Mario

When TAG Heuer collaborates with Nintendo, it is
natural to expect the most famous icon of the brand
to find a horological expression! So, we have the
Mushroom Kingdom hero, Mario, a true pop-culture
icon on the TAG Heuer Connected. The worlds of
watchmaking and gaming take a shot together!
Since the first Super Mario Bros. game launched in
Japan in 1985, Mario has become an icon
recognised all over the world. With more than 370
million Super Mario games sold worldwide since
1985, one can expect how eager fans are to
welcome Mario in a true avant-garde and luxurious
smart watch! Mario is the ultimate super-active
character whose perseverance and tenacity get him
out of every situation. Hence, his presence in the
new wellness application of TAG Heuer Connected
makes perfect sense.
The look of this watch is chronograph-inspired. It has
been crafted in pure watchmaking tradition, as befits
the Swiss Watchmaker. The custom-designed digital
experience sets it apart. Be it for daily connected
services, or intense and elaborate and immersive
sporting experiences, this watch has it all! Now, how
would Mario inspire activity? Well, for someone who
is super-active, one would expect Super Mario to
encourage activity! The watchface becomes livelier
and more animated the more the wearer is active!
This edition of the TAG Heuer Connected changes as
its user makes progress, for a fun and motivating
way of keeping active throughout the day.
Two versions of the Heuer 02 watchface were
created exclusively for this edition: a fun rendition
using Super Mario’s iconic red and blue colours, and
a more classic one with subtle touches of Super
Mario’s red cap. And of course, there are many
subtle references as well: The bezel graduation, push
buttons and crown logo have the Mario red. The
bezel features three iconic symbols at the three,
six and nine o’clock positions, in a nod to the Super
Mario objects included in the dial animations that the
user can unlock and discover only when achieving goals throughout the day. Two novel interchangeable straps offer
versatility to the look. The M symbol of Mario is engraved on the strap buckles and on the crown.
Now if you have been a Mario fan what follows here will be really interesting - The animations are based on the
gamification rewards system: Mario greets you with a welcoming salute in the morning and as the day progresses
and you rack up your step count, you unlock rewards at each stage of your daily target – 25%, 50%, 75% and
100% – a different animation plays out on the dial. These take the form of Super Mario’s famous objects: at
3 o’clock the Super Mushroom that makes Mario grow, at 6 o’clock the Pipe that allows him to travel fast and at
9 o’clock the Super Star that makes him invincible lights up! And when you reach 100% of your daily step count
target, Mario climbs the Goal Pole, another iconic feature of the video game.
The interactive watchface will be pre-installed on the TAG Heuer x Super Mario Limited Edition, but TAG Heuer will
also make it available on other editions of TAG Heuer Connected at a later stage. The TAG Heuer Connected x
Super Mario Limited Edition is presented in a packaging designed exclusively for this collaboration. It also comes
with a travel case in Super Mario red. This edition limited to 2000 watches. With this Super Mario limited-edition
smartwatch, users can add oodles of originality to their activities!
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Swatch
Space dreams

Rado

Arty time

The True Square Collection gets a new addition which is also the
result of a deep and meaningful collaboration with New Delhi artist
duo Thukral and Tagra. Any collaboration is always a wonderful thing
because it synergizes the joint aesthetics of the parties involved. The
creation is always something new and something out-of-the-ordinary.
Jiten Thukral and Sumir Tagra are known for their ‘social design’. This
is to say that the duo always tries to understand their existence and
questions the status quo. Over the abyss thus seems to be the right
name for this watch! Rado on the other hand has watchmaking
prowess and is also the master of materials. This combination gives
us the stellar watch!
The unique time display of this timepiece superimposes the local time
of the wearer to several time zones of the world. These different time
zones are symbolized by 37 hands that are painted in a gradation
of colours ranging from blue to pink and looking like enchanting
fireworks in the middle of the dial. Two discrete but mighty
SuperLuminova dots indicate the local time. The result is a
captivating dial with colour strikes.
The 38mm matt blue high-tech ceramic square case has gently
rounded corners. This is a nod to Rado’s iconic shape from the 70s
and updated for the 21st century. The case back features a painting
by the duo called Dominus Aeries that explores visions from the future
with references from the past. Therefore, both front and back are
beautiful art expressions of Thukral and Tagra.
True Square Over the Abyss is a compelling timepiece that merges
art and watchmaking, and forges a deep emotional connect with
the wearer.
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There is something about the enigma of space that embodies itself
beautifully in watch designs. The Space Collection by Swatch looks to
NASA for inspiration. The watches in the collection are directly
inspired by the iconic spacesuits worn by NASA astronauts. Another
highlight is the use of BIOCERAMIC, a new material that is two-thirds
ceramic and one-third bio-sourced plastic. It has a silk-like touch and
yet is extremely resilient.
With a NASA logo and unique stories behind the aesthetics of the
design, each piece radiates individuality. BIG BOLD CHRONO
EXTRAVEHICULAR draws inspiration from a white spacesuit first worn
in 1983 by NASA astronauts Story Musgrave and Donald Peterson.
The white suits shield astronauts from the sun’s radiation. With a cool
47mm BIOCERAMIC case and a bio-sourced plastic glass, this
chrono timer is not set to the usual full hour marker but ten seconds
prior and highlighted in red as a nod to the final countdown to lift-off.
The BIG BOLD CHRONO LAUNCH on the other hand looks at the
orange Advanced Crew Escape Suit, also known as the Pumpkin Suit
for inspiration. This colour mirrors the highly visible suits worn by
astronauts for the ascent into space. The BIG BOLD JUMPSUIT
echoes the everyday go-to blue jumpsuits astronauts wear for press
conferences or working in the NASA facility. The crown is positioned
at 2 o’clock, while the white strap loops, hands with Swatch glow and
NASA logo complete the design. TAKE ME TO THE MOON ‘GENT’
has a transparent case, and SPACE RACE ‘NEW GENT’ has a
mirror-effect silver-coloured dial.
It is indeed an attractive combination- colours that allude to the ones
we find in iconic NASA spacesuits; a new material that represents
innovation and sustainability; a cool design that works for the modern
times; and, a promise of dreams where you reach for the stars!
The sky is clearly not the limit when it comes to watches!
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SEVENFRIDAY
Fun under the sun

A summer cocktail that is the toast of the season…the P1C/04 Caipi by
SEVENFRIDAY helps you beat the heat in style! The design is inspired by a
delicious concoction of South American origin. The animation ring, bezel
and crown, all in beautifully polished white ceramic recall the ice that forms
an integral part of the concoction. Then the crystalline cachaça is
represented by an Opaline white outer dial first, then by a silvery white
inner dial and finally more Opaline white on the base dial, on which some
elegant grid patterns have been stamped.
The Lime can be found in all its greenness on 3 strategically placed
indexes and then on both the hour and minute hands! And, they all glow
green in the dark. Yes, it is fun time all through! Of course, turn the watch
over and it’s there on the back as well in all its colour! The watch face has
a Sapphire crystal, with antireflective treatment. The dial is a visual delight
thanks to its architectural look. the off-centred seconds and the visible
balance wheel add to the charm.
The handmade double-layered and padded genuine calf-skin leather
strap, white of course completes the look. P1C/04 has a 10 ATM water
resistance and the crown is screwed down for further protection. The
Automatic Miyota 82S7 movement with 40 hours power reserve beats in
the watch.
Well, this is a true SEVENFRIDAY piece in the aesthetic as well as the
functionality. There is the NFC chip embedded in the caseback for
authentication and three-year warranty registration using the
SEVENFRIDAY proprietary App. The chip allows for secured
authentication. The «7F» signature is engraved on the side of the crown.
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SWATCH GROUP
Moving ahead
Here are some snippets from the Swatch Group Half-Year report 2021 for a picture of the industry during the pandemic as well as
future expectations.








Net sales of CHF 3 392 million, +54.6% to the previous year at constant exchange rates, or+54.4% at current rates.
Operating profit of CHF 402 million compared with operating loss of CHF -327 million in the previous year. Operating margin
of 11.9%.
Watches & Jewelry segment (excluding Production) with a strong operating margin of 17.0%, above the level of 15.6% for the
year 2019. In the 2nd quarter, margin was 19.2% (2019: 15.5%).
Net income of CHF 270 million compared with net loss of CHF -308 million in the previous year. Net margin of 8.0%.
Operating cash flow of CHF 519 million, 38.0% higher than 2019. Free Cash Flow1) of CHF 380 million, doubled compared
to 2019.
Net liquidity2) of CHF 1 975 million, more than double in comparison with the previous year, as well as a very strong equity
base of CHF 11.2 billion, with an equity ratio of 85.2% (previous year: CHF 10.8 billion, or 84.6%).
The already very high consumer demand will be enhanced by the further easing of Covid restrictions in many markets and
generate additional growth. Swatch Group expects higher sales in local currencies in the second half of 2021 in comparison
with 2019.

Luxury Innovation Awards 2021
The future of luxury

Group CEO of Bulgari, Jean-Christophe Babin, is to be
President of the Jury for the Luxury Innovation Awards 2021,
scheduled for 21 October 2021 in Geneva, Switzerland. The
Awards take place at the Luxury Innovation Summit, an
in-person and online event, at which Jean-Christophe Babin
will deliver a special keynote to young entrepreneurs and
leaders in the luxury space.
He says, “It is vital for the luxury industry to explore not only
the way forward for established brands but how start-ups
and young entrepreneurs can build and grow their
businesses. While sales of major and established luxury
brands have shown a strong post-pandemic recovery,
we must not forget the next generation of luxury, and
tomorrow’s creators, designers, and business leaders. The
Luxury Innovation Summit and the Luxury Innovation Awards
should be essential for anyone who cares about the future of
luxury. I am excited to be involved in the Luxury Innovation
Awards 2021 edition as the President of the Jury”.
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